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DEAR FRIENDS!
Kaniv, the heart of Ukrainian culture and
Ukrainian spirit, hosted the most important
intellectual forum in Eastern Europe - Ukrainian
ID for the second time.
Two days of our intense, but at the same time,
honest and open conversation about the most
acute issues, have become history.
But our work does not end there - we just take
it from here.
Never before has humanity faced so many
challenges that would threaten our existence.
Global Information Warfare and the Dangers
of a New World War Conflict. Social and
economic inequality in society and between
nations. The crisis of traditional power
engineering.

The scope of an ecological catastrophe as a
possible consequence of civilization
development.
But - a paradox! Never before did mankind
cherish so much hope and did we drive such
a persistent struggle for our own future.
And this struggle should be headed by those
who are guided by values.
Leaders of the world can not be functionaries,
who easily change their own ideology, based
only on market conditions, ratings and election
results. Politicians who have no ideals and for
whom the truth and lie change every day
interchangeably - are unworthy and can not
manage societies, especially in times of such
violent changes that we are living today.

WE, THE MEMBERS OF THE
UKRAINIAN ID FORUM,
call on politicians of Ukraine and the rest
of the world to build their leadership on the
foundation of values. Values that have to
undergo a rigorous revision in view of the
challenges that humanity faces.
We must formulate and cultivate values that will
provide us with a way forward.
According to the results of this year's Forum, a
Constitution of values - a symbolic document
that brings together all those key suggestions,
visions and strategies presented by the
participants of the Ukrainian ID was created.
We argue that Ukraine's development as a part
of the civilized world is only possible under the
condition that our country works on solving

the global issues side by side with advanced
partners.
We urge Ukrainian authorities to take
immediate action to resolve the challenges
relevant both for our country and for the whole
planet.
First challenge: Human Security in the world,
which is changing so fast. Physical security and
health, protection from information attacks and
build-up infrastructure, access to culture and
education as a prerequisite for personal
development. Only if society meets all the key
human needs will a human be really protected.
Only if we determine a person as the highest
value at the state level can we solve the
problem of humanitarian security.

We call for responses to these challenges by
creating a new state policy which meets human
needs. The policy, which - we emphasize! must enforce democratic rights of a society
and an individual, and not endanger them,
similar to authoritarian or totalitarian regimes.
The second challenge is inequality: social and
economic, inequality of access to resources or
opportunities for self-realization.
Ukraine should take an active part in solving
the problem of women's representation in
Ukraine government. 54% of our population are
women. yet, women control less than 10% of
economic resources in Ukraine the percentage
of women’s presence in the Ukrainian
parliament is 12% this indicator puts us
on the last place in Europe.
We can solve this problem by basing on the
value of justice.

We have to break the "glass ceiling" that
inhibits more than half of our society from
achieving leadership and effectively create our
common future.
We insist that Ukraine has to ensure the rules
of proportional representation of women in the
power of all levels and introduce responsibility
for the heads of those bodies and
organizations who will not comply with these
requirements on a legislative level.
The third challenge for the entire planet is the
rescue of the environment.
Global warming, driven by our technological
development, threatens life on earth. We are
destroying biodiversity - every day through
human action all kinds of animals, birds, fish
and insects disappear.

Mankind in its majority still prefers to shy away
from this terrible result of its activities
We argue: we have no moral right to ignore this
problem. Since by doing this we are destroying
the future in which our children could live.
The value of responsibility towards our own
future will help us prevent the catastrophe.
We demand that the governments of Ukraine
and the rest of the world reduce the pressure
on the ecology of the planet and pass it on to
the next generations of mankind.
That is why, we emphasize the importance of
developing the alternative modes of transport
and the use of new energy resources instead
of oil, natural gas and coal.
We are absolutely confident that Ukrainian
legislation should provide for a deadline to stop
using technologies that cause damage

to the entire planet. We have to leave outdated
inventions and knowledge in the past - to
secure the right to the future.
The Flame of the Revolution of Values has lit
on the Tarasova Mountain.
We continue our journey and invite everyone
who is ready to change the future of Ukraine
and the world. Everyone who shares our
values and is ready to make the most daring
Revolution that our civilization needs.

SEE YOU IN KANIV
IN 2020!

